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X = ONMe2), containing approximately 1.6 mol of H2O per mole 
of 1, was run in dilute Me2SO solution at each of six temperatures 
over a 70 0C temperature interval. The data gathered in Table 
I clearly show a regular variation of kH/kD with temperature, in 
distinction to the temperature invariant values realized in the 
earlier studies5 in diglyme solvent. The activation parameters 
calculated""'14 from these data, [A£a]D

H = 0.695 kcal/mol and 
^ H M D = 1.14, reflect the fact that the change to the coordinating 
solvent Me2SO has indeed effected a change in the transition-state 
structure. Under these altered circumstances, the H transfer takes 
place linearly between carbon and oxyanion centers of the sol
vent-coordinated substrate. An attractive representation of this, 
shown in 4, would suggest that 1 mol of Me2SO has coordinated 

CH3 CH3 

H H 

4 4a 
the oxyanion center of the original amine oxide 1 (X = ONMe2) 
and thereby created a seven-membered cyclic arrangement which 
makes possible the geometry required for linear H transfer. One 
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Marcel Dekker: New York, 1980; Chapter 5. 
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In the note added in proof the minus sign was inadvertently 
deleted by the production editor from both jatrophone and epi-
jatrophone. It should read: Since acceptance of the manuscript, 

possible TS* conformation is the chair shown as 4a, wherein the 
greater length of the S-O bonds has served to accommodate the 
reaction barrier width, i.e., the distance of separation of the centers 
between which H transfer must occur in the TS*, which permits 
linear H transfer without tunneling. 

The fact that [A£a]D
H is little more than half as great as the 

zero-point energy difference, [A£0]D
H, is in keeping with the 

premise that the Me2SO-coordinated reaction is not a pericyclic 
process14 as was identified for the thermolysis of sulfoxides;5 nor 
is it a pseudopericyclic reaction15 similar to that proposed for the 
uncoordinated amine oxide in diglyme solvent. We have here, 
instead, an example of an unsymmetrical TS*, i.e., a product-like 
or reactant-like TS* of linear H transfer,16 probably the former 
in view of the extraordinary capability of Me2SO for stabilization 
of the anionic character developing in accompaniment to the proton 
transfer. 

Finally, these results make it clear that the lower activation 
energy observed for sulfoxide and amine oxide thermolysis in 
Me2SO compared to inert, noncoordinating solvents is due to a 
change in mechanism, rather than to the mere sequestering of 
water as has been alleged.6 
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98, 4325. 
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we have successfully completed the first stereocontrolled total 
synthesis of both (i)-jatrophone (1) and that of its epimer 
(±)-epijatrophone, exploiting the synthetic strategy outlined above; 
5a its epimer served, respectively, as starting materials. A complete 
account of this effort will be forthcoming in the near future. 

In ref 15 the 3(2//)-furanone ring of structure 15 should contain 
a double bond as indicated below. 
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The Michaelis-Menten expression on p 1216 should read: l/v 
= {KJVn^(IfS) + 1/Kmax. Km is [A3(A^ + A2)]/A,A2. IfA2 
» A_„ Kn = A3Ai-

The discussion and analysis that follow were based on the 
correct equations (Km inversely proportional to Ai). 
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